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Accessories  

JO TOY CLEANER 7oz  JO580  $12.10 
JO Unscented Anti-Bacterial Toy Cleaner with foaming pump dispenser. A product 
formulated to extend the lifetime of your toy’s outer materials and is body safe.  
Available in 7 oz Foam Pump bottle. 
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Joyboxx Toy Storage System  PP101  $42.85 
How clean and safe are your toys? Joyboxx is the only hygienic adult toy storage system. 
Antimicrobial agent and discreet ventilation. Fits in most nightstand drawers, with room for 
many products. Set toy on removable Playtray after use, then clean at your leisure. Easy 
access top for small items. Slider and mini lock protect your passion. 

Available Options 
Black - Purple 

4oz - JO Organic Toy Sanitizer  JO587  $16.65 
100% Natural. Antibacterial. Antiviral. Anti-fungal. Your toys are good to you, be good to 
them. Certified organic.  

LELO Toy Cleaning Spray -2oz  LL1182  $15.55 
LELO’s Antibacterial Cleaning Spray contains active anti-microbial ingredients proven to kill 
99.9% of all germs, while the addition of zinc salts reduces any chance of irritation. 
Containing additional anti-viral and anti-fungal properties within a pH balanced formula, this 
easy-on spray is the safest and most effective choice for all your toy cleaning needs.  



Anal Toys 

Bendybeads Anal Beads  FN325  $48.35 
The ideal toy for all those who seek variety in their love life and want to try something new. 
It moves the happy Flexi Felix user to the next level of butt play! Made of 100 % medical 
grade Silicone. 
 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Red  

B Balls - Reactive Anal Plug  FN375  $55.80 
The B BALLS – a butt plug that reacts to your motions! Two balls of graduated size are 
passionately inserted anally, segment by segment like anal beads. With every movement, 
the small weights inside of the B BALLS create reactive sensations depending on the 
body's activity, allowing intensity ranging from gentle to powerful. There is no other toy like 
it! 
 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Grey/Black - Raspberry/Black - White/Dark Violet 
 

Sm, Med, Lrg Stainless Jeweled Plug  $57.95, $68.70, $75.15 
DT303, DT305, DT307 
These small 30mm 100% Surgical Stainless Steel plugs are designed for a nice 
comfortable fit and long life. They weigh more than most plugs, causing a constant 
sensation. The gemstones finish off the plug beautifully and attract lots of attention to the 
wearing party. These are true works of art. 
 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Amethyst - Blue Sapphire - Diamond  
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Bachelorette 
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Make Your Own Party Sash  G029  $14.50 
Write your own personal messages such as "Buy me a Drink" or "Single and Looking" or 
perhaps just your phone number! Sash comes complete with pink colored fabric marker. 
Sash is 5 feet long to fit most partygoers. Safety pin not included.  

Girls Night Out Party Vows  G518  $13.95 
Girls Night Out Party Vows & Dares are a collection of hilarious dares, outrageous antics, 
and hysterical activities designed to create lasting memories and strengthen the bond that 
you already share with your close friends. Contents: 72 Party Dares.  

Bachelorette VIP Party Pass  G028  $8.50 
Be the life of the party with this VIP party pass! Perfect for a bachelorette party at a bar or 
night club, the back of this all-access pass has a check-list of great dares for the VIP to 
achieve! Assorted colors (black, white, and pink.) 

Bachelorettes Naughty Necklace  G036  $9.65 
The perfect fashion accessory for a wild bachelorette party. 

Ladies Night - The Card Game  G039  $7.85 
The game that reveals what your friends truly think of you. Shuffle the cards and players 
then take turns selecting cards and reading questions aloud. The group votes on the player 
that best fits the answer and the card is awarded to the player with the most votes. The first 
player to gain 10 cards wins!  

Bachelorette Party Mug Shots  G545  $17.10 
Contents: 100 activity cards, 10 double sided mugshot boards and 1 background poster. 
The object of the game is to collect the most party "Mugshots" by performing the mugshot 
dares (and, of course, documenting them with photos). 
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How Well Do You Know the Bride  BC201  $11.80 
The Hilarious Party Trivia Game That will have everyone laughing out loud as they test their 
knowledge about the bride. The perfect game for both bachelorette parties and bridal 
showers! Choose from Trivia Topics such as: The Couple, Her Sex Life, etc.  

Pass the Buck- Truth or Dare  BC513  $6.10 
The hilarious drinking game of truth and dare. Perfect for bachelorette parties, hen parties, 
girls’ night out, or anytime you just want to have fun with the girls.  

Spin Book - Bride to Be  BC517  $11.30 
It doesn't matter if you're the bride-to-be, one of the bride’s maids, or just a friend - Bride-To
-Be Spin Book will have everyone laughing all night long. Book includes 8 spinner games.  

Flip, Sip, Truth or Dare!  BC515  $11.70 
It doesn't matter if you're the bride-to-be, one of the bride’s maids, or just one of the girls - 
Flip, Sip, Truth or Dare will have everyone laughing all night long. Contents: 1 Truth or Dare 
Chip, 1 Heads or Tails Chip, 30 Dare Cards, and 30 Truth Cards.  

Bridal Cupcake Set  G542  $13.65 
These fun cupcake sets are a must have for any party. Great for all occasions, each set 
includes 24 cupcake wrappers and 24 toppers, 4 different designs  

Hot Bods Cupcake Set  G543  $13.65 
These fun cupcake sets are a must have for any party. Great for all occasions, each set 
includes 24 cupcake wrappers and 24 toppers, 4 different designs. 



Bath Products 
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Luxury Bathing Gel-17.5oz  $21.50 
Kama Sutra Bathing Gels turn the simple, indulgent ritual of a bubble bath or shower into a 
sensual interlude. Created from a blend of ten naturally moisturizing vegetable oils and 
Vitamin E-rich wheat germ.   

Available Options 
MINT TREE  K009 
Fresh, invigorating mint awakens the senses as it lightly cools and tingles on  
the skin. 
 
OCEAN BLU  K085 
Rejuvenating ocean breezes soothe both the mind and body. 

WILD CLOVE  K004 
Warm, spicy clove energizes the spirit. 

TREASURE SEA BATHING KIT 20oz  K010  $33.55 
Transform a simple bath into an ocean of azure blue, where body and soul are imbued with 
the distinct scent of the sea. Spirited from a faraway shore, a seashell scoop accompanies 
each container of bath salts.   

Naughty Bubbles 8.4oz  BP1038  $21.40 
Your deeply sexy, tuberose-scented liquid sin, perfect for pampering yourself alone, with a 
toy, or with your favorite filthy-minded playmate. After your soak, simmering "glisten beads" 
leave a sexy sheen that’s perfect before a hot night out... or in.  

Bath Kitten by Booty Parlor  BP3000  $60.10 
Bath Kitten truly is the ultimate bath time escape kit. Booty Parlor's signature Naughty 
Bubbles bath milk and a massage mitt (with waterproof bullet) designed to transform your 
bath in to a relaxing, luxurious, ever-so-frisky spa experience.  
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BDSM Bondage Kits 

BONDAGE SEDUCTIONS  G132  $21.15 
Would you like to be blindfolded, whipped, or tied up? Find out! Bondage Seductions allows 
you to safely explore the curious world of restraints, dominance, pleasurable pain, and 
submissiveness. Play as a game or simply use one card for each adventure. Game 
includes: 36 Bondage Seductions Cards, 2 silky ties, 2 dice, 1 blindfold mask, 1 rubber 
whip, and game rules. 

BEGINNER'S BONDAGE FANTASY KIT  SP301  $25.70 
Essential restraints for beginner's who desire to comfortably explore their bondage 
fantasies. Restraints are soft and comfortable. Easy on-easy off with Velcro closures. Soft 
Blindfold will heighten your partners senses. 

SEXY SLAVE KIT  SP302  $34.30 
Add a different twist to your intimate moments. Kit is perfect for beginners who want to 
experiment with light bondage. Kit includes four wrist & ankle restraints with 44" long 
connectors, one soft blindfold and one pleasure feather.  

Spartacus Kink Kit  ST511  $75.15 
Are you a beginner looking to explore your kinky side? This Kink Kit has everything you 
need to satisfy your curiosities and live out your fantasies. The kit is beautifully crafted 
from leather and accented with brass hardware to maximize your sensual experience. 
Everything you need to embark on your BDSM adventure together in one package!  The 
Kink Kit included a pair of leather cuffs, a soft leather blindfold, leather slapper and a pair 
of adjustable nipple clamps. 
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BDSM Restraints 

SPORTCUFFS - BLACK  SP205  $23.55 
Made of durable materials, comfortable neoprene backing and easy-on-easy-off Velcro 
closures 

7 Piece Fantasy Restraints Set  SP308  $91.35 
Explore the hidden dimensions of your sexuality! Includes four Sports Cuffs, two adjustable 
tethers for heightened teasing, and a leather blindfold with soft lining. Be daring. There is no 
escaping the fun! Black 

PLUSH FURRY LOVE CUFFS  GT2089  $15.60 
"Experience some excitement with these cuffs. They do the job of keeping your lover under 
your control, but they are covered in soft fur for added comfort. Put a spark into your love 
life! "   Available in: Pink, Red, Black, Leopard, Lavender, Blue & Zebra 

Good Girl Bad Girl Wrist Cuffs  BP4530  $38.60 
Enjoy the thrill of giving up control with these soft, leatherette wrist cuffs and add even more 
daring fun to your playtime. Good Girl Bad Girl Wrist Cuffs' racy black bands enhanced with 
girlish ruffles and bows tell both sides of your sexy story. 

Desir Metallique Handcuffs - BIJOUX  BJ211  $26.85 
BJ211 
The battle of seduction has begun; prepare to fight skin to skin with Désir Métallique, metal 
mesh handcuffs when on the battlefield; unique bracelets to wear for any occasion.   
Available in Black and Gold. 
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Body Products 

KamaSutra Oil of Love - 4 oz  $22.80 
Kissable, water-based foreplay oil that gently warms on the skin. Apply Oil of Love to 
the erogenous zones of the body, lightly blow on the area to experience the gentle 
warming sensation and follow with kisses, enjoying the sweet flavor. Not a massage oil 
or a lubricant.  

ORIGINAL K001- Kama Sutra’s first product, notes of creamy vanilla, warm chocolate 
with a hint of spicy cinnamon.   

RASPBERRY KISS  K017 - The tart yet sweet flavor of wild raspberry.   

VANILLA CRÈME  K018 - Creamy vanilla flavor reminiscent of fresh 
baked sugar cookies. 

TROPICAL MANGO  K056 - Sweet, ripe mango. 

STRAWBERRY DREAMS K058- Plump, juicy strawberries. Our number one 
seller! 

COCONUT PINEAPPLE K240 - Melt-in-your-mouth coconut cream with a 
splash of juicy pineapple. 

FORBIDDEN APPLE K241 - Exotic and tangy with a sweet finish, like a candied apple. 

SUGARED BERRY K242 - Rich and decadent, like a slice of berry pie topped with 
whipped cream. 

PASSIONATE PEACH K243 - Ripe summer peaches, sweet and juicy. 

KamaSutra Honey Dust -8oz  $34.95 
Kissable, moisture-wicking body powder that leaves skin silky-soft and delicately 

scented. Includes a sexy feather applicator. Talc free.  Delicious kissable body dust with 

a lightweight formula that wicks away moisture, leaving skin soft and 

smooth. 

SWEET HONEYSUCKLE K003 - Delicately sweet honeysuckle nectar. 

RASPBERRY KISS K059 - Vine-ripened raspberries, sweetened with a touch of honey. 

STRAWBERRY DREAMS K057 - Light and sweet, like strawberry mousse. 

CHOCOLATE CARESS K100 - Smooth & rich like a sip of hot cocoa. 

http://kamasutra.com/collections/foreplay/products/oil-of-love#
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 KamaSutra Pleasure Balm-1.7oz  $20.25 
Kissable, water-based body gel for romantic play. Formulated to provide a refreshing 
tingling sensation on the skin. Not a flavored lubricant.  A refreshing kissable body treat 
with an exciting cool tingly sensation, water-based and non-staining. 
 
RASPBERRY KISS K071 - Juicy raspberries, over ice. 

SPEARMINT K074 - Classic spearmint, purely refreshing. 

STRAWBERRY DREAMS K075 - Lusciously sweet strawberry sorbet. 

CREME DE MENTHE K260 - Cool, creamy chocolate mint. 

LIME MOJITO  K261 - Fresh, tangy lime blended with cool mint 

KamaSutra Lover`s Body Paint  $17.20 
Find your inner artist with this rich, decadent, kissable body paint. Paint this sweet treat 
onto your lover’s body with the included paint brush and create your masterpiece. Follow 
with kisses, savoring the sweet, delectable flavor.  
 
CHOCOLATE CARESS K097 - Classic milk chocolate, creamy and delicious 

RICH CARAMEL K168 - Smooth, melt-in-your mouth caramel 

CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY  K169 - Rich dark chocolate with a hint of 
luscious raspberry 

Lip Fetish  $22.80 
Rich, shiny kissing flavored gloss that gently plumps the lips with a subtle tingling sensation. 
Available in an assortment of beautiful shades and irresistible flavors.  
 
WILD RASPBERRY K205 - Bright fuchsia, perfect color for a night out. Luscious raspberry 
flavored gloss gently warms the lips. 

COOL MINT K206 - A beautiful nude shade with a baby-pink tint that subtly enhances your 
natural lip color. Sweet, creamy mint flavored gloss like mint-chip ice cream, gently cools 
and tingles the lips. 

SWEET STRAWBERRY K207 - A warm pink shade that complements any skin tone. 
Sweet strawberry flavored gloss gently warms the lips. 
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Intimate Caress Shave Cream  $18.80 
Ultra-rich shave crème made with Aloe Vera, Jojoba Seed Oil and Avocado Oil prepares 
even the most sensitive skin for a silky-smooth shave. The moisturizing formula goes on 
clear and can help reduce razor bumps. Kama Sutra's Intimate Caress Shave Cream leaves 
Skin incredibly soft and delicately scented.  
 
PASSIONATE POMEGRANATE K195- Juicy pomegranate with subtle floral undertones, 
like pomegranate blossoms in bloom.  

SWEET HONEYSUCKLE K196- Delicately sweet like the nectar from honeysuckle flowers. 

COCONUT PINEAPPLE K197 - An exotic blend of creamy coconut and sweet pineapple. 

JO Maximizer - 4.5oz  JO664  $27.95 
Maximizer is a non-hormonal body lotion that enhances breasts and buttocks by stimulating 
and increasing volume of adipocytes. Also increases toning and firming of skin. Jo Maximizer 
is a light, fast absorbing formula derived from natural ingredients. 

JO Hair Reduction Serum - JO668  4oz  $20.10 
Tame unwanted hair with JO Hair Reduction Serum. This daily use serum slows hair growth 
and makes hair lighter and thinner in just 2 weeks. Perfect for legs, underarms, face, body 
and intimate areas.  For MEN and WOMEN. Use immediately after hair removal for best 
results. Safe to use with all forms of hair removal (shaving or waxing). Moisturizes skin to 
reduce bumps and irritation.  

JO Fresh for Men - 4oz  JO673  $16.65 
JO So Fresh! Hygiene Cream for Men alleviates chafing in sensitive areas while 
moisturizing skin for lasting comfort. This moisture control cream goes on fast and dries 
quickly into a comfortable body powder.  Goes on fast, provides long lasting freshness. 
Dries quickly into a soft powder. Talc Free, Paraben Free, Fragrance Free. Perfect for use 
on knees, elbows, feet, hands, sensitive groin areas or any area of the body where 
additional moisture is present.  

JO Fresh for Women - 4oz  JO675  $16.65 
JO So Fresh! Hygiene Cream for Women alleviates chafing in sensitive areas while 
moisturizing skin for lasting comfort. This moisture control cream goes on fast and dries 
quickly into a comfortable body powder.  Goes on fast, provides long lasting freshness. Dries 
quickly into a soft powder. Talc Free, Paraben Free, Fragrance Free. Perfect for use on 
knees, elbows, feet, hands, sensitive groin areas or any area of the body where additional 
moisture is present.  
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8.5oz Balance Smooth  $16.10 
Sliquid Smooth is a gentle, rash free, intimate shave cream and is formulated completely 
glycerin and paraben free. Great alternative to traditional soap & water or other lanolin 
based / harsh shaving foams. Blended with mango butter, shea butter, aloe vera, alfalfa, 
green tea extract, and vitamin E to leave your skin luxuriously soft and smooth.   

Available Options:  
Unscented, Honeydew, Grapefruit, Mango 
 
Sliquid Smooth Ingredients: Purified H2O, Plant Cellulose, Cetyl & Stearyl Palmitate 
(Derived from coconut oil), Mango Butter & Shea Butter, Cetrimonium Salts, Certified 
Organic Extracts of Aloe Vera, Vitamin E, Alfalfa, Green Tea & Hibiscus, Essential Oil 
Fragrances, Potassium Sorbate, Citric Acid.  

Kissaholic Lip Gloss  $19.25 
Developed by a former Smashbox product developer, Kissaholic lip glosses soften the lips 
with shea butter and vitamin E.  Complete with Booty Parlor's signature aphrodisiac blend, 
this lip gloss gently plumps lips without irritating the skin.  
 
Tremble - Sheer sparkling pink with a frosted peppermint flavour  
Throb - Sheer sparkling red with a cinnamon pop flavour  
Swoon - Sheer deep berry with blackberry honey flavour  
Sigh - Sheer nude mauve with passionfruit crème flavour  
Shiver - Sheer pinky nude with pomegranate vanilla flavour  
Faint - Sheer pink and coral with sugared pear flavour  
 

Flirty Little Secret Pink Caviar Scrub  BP2013  $29.05 
A rich soufflé of skin polishing caviar beads and sugar, infused with a sexy secret weapon 
designed to make you irresistible to the opposite sex! Enjoy the soft, buttery feel of your 
bod, and light raspberry lemon scent. 

Flirty Little Secret Butter  BP2015  $31.15 
Creamy, silky, lightly shimmering, and lusciously scented, Flirty Little Secret firming body 
butter is infused with a sexy secret weapon to make you irresistible to the opposite sex! 
3 firming agents to tone, smooth, and contour your curves.  
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Dust Up Kissable Body Shimmer   BP2000  $30.75 
Taste as good as you look and turn your body into a walking aphrodisiac with this edible 
shimmering body powder that’s kissably delicious. Dust Up will make your skin feel as soft as 
cashmere and has a gorgeous super-fine sparkle that looks like crushed diamonds.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Cocoa Bronze - Candy Pink - Marshmallow Gold                        

Flirty Little Secret Cream  BP2010  $38.60 
What's your Flirty Little Secret? This lightly shimmering, lusciously scented firming cream is 
infused with a sexy secret weapon to make you irresistible to the opposite sex! Includes 3 
firming agents to tone, smooth, & contour your curves.  

Flirty Little Secret Bronzer  BP2011  $38.60 
This lightly shimmering, lusciously scented firming bronzer contains 3 firming agents to 
tone, smooth, and contour your curves. Infused with a sexy secret weapon to make you 
irresistible to the opposite sex! What's your Flirty Little Secret? 

Flirty Little Secret Perfume Oil  BP2022  $26.85 
A silky, concentrated perfume oil that will enchant for hours. Enticing blend of plums, 
raspberries, jasmine, cedar and sandalwood invites seduction. Natural jojoba-oil base lasts 
longer than alcohol-based perfumes.  
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Books 

KAMA SUTRA BOOK  K044  $64.15 
"Included in this Japanese silk bound edition, are 21 graphic, hand painted illustrations of the 
original Kama Sutra love making positions. This brand new edition makes a beautiful gift for 
couples." 

Tickle Your Fancy -Book  TK101  $13.45 
Professional, Sexy and easy to read guide on female masturbation. The first in a series of 
how-to books. Tickle Your Fancy is tailored to the adventurous woman. Offering endless 
possibilities and empowering women to explore their sexuality. 

Toy Gasms-Book  TK201  $17.95 
First instruction manual for sex toys! The book will guide you through today's vast sex toy 
jungle to help you find the shapes, sizes and sensations that satisfy you--along with lots of 
fun, safe ways to achieve the best orgasms of your life.  

Tickle His Pickle - Book  TK210  $17.95 
Sexy and inspiring. Honest and provocative...candid and exciting, Tickle His Pickle informs, 
entertains and reveals the penis secrets women long to know.   

Ride'Em Cowgirl - Book  TK212  $19.25 
Ride ‘Em Cowgirl! is THE guide to sexual empowerment for couples, with easily 
customizable techniques for each of you.  

Good Vibrations-G Spot/Winks  RV507  $12.90 
The G-spot has long been regarded as one of a woman’s most mysterious, allusive, and 
sought-after pleasure zones. Written by Cathy Winks.  
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Joy of Sex -Ultimate Edition  SL412  $34.30 
An updated and revised edition of the world’s most comprehensive and trusted sex manual. 
Completely re-illustrated and with more than 40 new sections for today’s reader. 

Hot Sex Handbook (TR) / Cox  SL418  $16.00 
Hot Sex - took the world by storm and was a bestseller in more than 40 countries. It serves 
up the juiciest bits in a handy take-anywhere size - so you can have hot sex wherever you 
go. 

Bedroom Bucks for Lovers  SL487  $15.90 
Containing an equal share of IOUs and UOMEs, this stack of cash is guaranteed to 
stimulate a fluid exchange in the bedroom. Pay to play by handing your lover an IOU. Look 
after your own bottom line by doling out the UOMEs. Make personal finance fun!  

Kama Sutra For Him For Her  SL1422  $25.70 
The perfect pocket guide for pleasing your partner - and maximizing your own pleasure. A 
Kama Sutra guide unlike any you've seen before! Includes full colour photographs of 100 
positions.  

Erotic Massage / Hooper  SL1424  $22.05 
Enrich your love making through the power of touch. Fully illustrated with vibrant, erotic 
photography and clear instructions for the most stimulating techniques.  

Designer Relationships /Michaels Johnson  CL215  $25.70 
A Guide to Happy Monogamy, Positive Polyamory, and Optimistic Open Relationships. 
Contemporary relationships are in a state of rapid evolution. These changes can and 
should be empowering. They provide people with the opportunity to develop partnerships 
based on their own sexualities, understandings, and agreements.  
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Ultimate Guide Sexual Fantasy  CL254  $27.50 
How to Turn Your Fantasies into Reality by Violet Blue. Turn your favorite sexual fantasies 
into reality, safely and successfully… The complete guide for everyone—women and men, 
singles and couples! Join the legions of couples and singles who are making their hottest 
sexual fantasies come true. 

Ultimate Guide Sex After 50 / Price  CL256  $37.20 
How to Maintain, or Regain, a Spicy, Satisfying Sex Life. Sex Information Your Doctor 
Doesn't Tell You. In this definitive guide to great senior sex, Joan Price will help you deepen 
your pleasure for a lifetime. The myth that aging bodies have an expiration date when it 
comes to sex is just plain wrong. Sex may change with the challenges of aging, but for 
every problem, there is a solution.  
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Branch Vibrators 
Wet Rabbit V2 Vibrator  GT239  $59.25 
An upgraded version of the famous Sex and the City vibrator. The Wet Wabbit V2 has 
increased power, a built-in controller, waterproof design and made with TPR Body safe 
Elastomer. Two fast-vibrating rabbit ears focus directly on your clit, while the rotating tip 
and massaging beads give the vibrator a more life-like and natural feeling. The Wet Wabbit 
V 2 has 3 rotation and 3 vibration speeds.  

BUTTERFLY- JUNGLE JIGGLER-RED  GT266  $53.65 
Experience The Wild Side of Pleasure. Elegant design of dual reversible rotating vibrators 
gives you: high power, jelly soft flexible texture, adjustable speed control and wild gyrating 
jungle tickler.  

DOLPHIN-JUNGLE JIGGLERS-BLUE  GT267  $53.65 
Experience The Wild Side of Pleasure. Elegant design of dual reversible rotating vibrators 
gives you: high power, jelly soft flexible texture, adjustable speed control and wild gyrating 
jungle dolphin tickler.  

INA 2 -LELO Luxury Branch Vibe  LL677  $308.70 
INA™ 2 is the new and improved version of LELO’s bestselling dual-action vibrator, a rabbit
-style design that feels as good as it looks. 100% stronger vibrations with eight different 
settings, its widened stem has been extended for even deeper G-Spot pleasure, while the 
flexible ‘finger’ on top delivers exquisite stimulation. Crafted from the smoothest body-safe 
silicone, INA™ 2 is also fully waterproof for use in the bath or shower. Arrives in a stylish 
gift box. Full 1-Year Warranty and 10-Year Quality Guarantee.   

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Lime Green - Orange - Purple  

INA Wave By LELO  LL679  $316.70 
Lose yourself in waves of uncontrollable pleasure. In a world-first design, INA Wave is 
inspired by the caress of a lover’s fingers, as it surges with a natural ‘come-hither’ motion to 
massage your G-Spot. While its generous body rises and falls, the powerful clitoral 
stimulator creates a blended climax that crashes over you.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Cerise - Ocean Blue - Plum  
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KAYA Rabbit Vibe - PicoBong  LL3250  $157.50 
PicoBong by LELO. Not your average rabbit. Kaya stands for mind-blowing pleasure - times 
two. Dual-action vibrations perfectly contoured to the female form, fully waterproof, with a 
soft, silky exterior and superior power. Kaya is the new rabbit in the daisy field.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Blue - Cerise - Purple  

Ruby Rabbit Silicone Vibe Toyfriend  TF450  $72.05 
Powerful, waterproof and quiet. Made from the finest super-smooth silicone. Comes with 
two motors, one in the body and one in the ear extension. Three buttons to control the 
speed, and 6 different pulsation modes. Requires 4 AAA batteries.  
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Bullets 

Screaming O Bullet Vibe  SO110  $9.15 
With it's variable speed button and its large design, this bullet is sure to hit it's target. 
Compact, On-the-Go Size. Incredible Super-Powered Motor, Fun Colors for Every 
Occasion, Waterproof, Wireless, Replaceable Batteries, Lasts 80 Minutes.   

3+1 Soft Touch Bullet Vibe  SO111  $11.70 
The Screaming O® Soft-Touch Bullet is the ultimate go-anywhere, “O” anywhere 
multifunction mini vibe featuring a powerful yet quiet motor with 3 speeds and a pulse 
mode. Turn on the fun for the highest quality multifunction bullet on the market. Choose 
from 5 vibrant colors to match your sensual mood!   

Bullet Buddies Vibes - Assorted  SO112  $14.95 
These five fun characters are an incredible super-powered mini-vibrator that are water-
proof, wireless, and compact! Bullet Buddies also have replaceable batteries.  

O Glow Bullets - Assorted  SO114  $12.80 
Bask in the before and after glow with O Glow Bullets. These mini-vibes feature LED lights 
for mood lighting and have a super-powered motor for intense vibration that lasts more than 
45 minutes. Waterproof and reusable. Each display has 12 units in assorted colours. 

Bullet - Click n Charge Fun Factory  FN601  $69.90 
This little black bullet made of body-friendly thermoplast massages and pampers. With its 
five vibration programs ranging from gentle to intense this handy lay-on vibrator arouses 
and pleasures all erogenous zones spot-on or other areas wide and far by 
rolling and stroking. But careful! Do not insert them on their own!  
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LingO -Vibrating Tongue Vibe  SO151  $9.15 
This disposable tongue vibe will make you fluent in the language of lust. The unique stretchy 
band has a contoured, nubbed shape and doubles as an erection band. The super-powered 
motor offers an easy on/off button and 40+ minutes of battery life.. 

Nubby FingO Mini Vibe-Purple  SO201  $18.05 
Designed to provide the users with maximum stimulation. Super powered 
motor. Replaceable batteries. Waterproof. One Touch On/Off.   

Wavy FingO Mini Vibe-Clear  SO202  $18.05 
Designed to provide the users with maximum stimulation. Super powered motor. 
Replaceable batteries. Waterproof. One Touch On/Off.   

Tingly FingO Mini Vibe-Blue  SO203  $18.05 
Designed to provide the users with maximum stimulation. Super powered motor. 
Replaceable batteries. Waterproof. One Touch On/Off.  
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Candles 

Island Passion Massage Candle  K199  $26.85 
Melts from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto your lover's 
skin for a sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Warm, seductive and wonderfully 
emollient. Also wonderful as a fragrant stand-alone candle. 35 hour burn time.  

Tropical Nights Massage Candle  K201  $26.85 
Melts from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto your lover's skin for a 
sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Warm, seductive and wonderfully emollient. Also 
wonderful as a fragrant stand-alone candle. 35 hour burn time.  

Mediterranean Almond Candle  K202  $26.85 
Melts from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto your lover's skin for a 
sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Warm, seductive and wonderfully emollient. Also 
wonderful as a fragrant stand-alone candle. 35 hour burn time  

Cocoa Mint Massage Candle  K225  $26.85 
Kama Sutra Massage Candles melt from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding 
onto your lover's skin for a sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Massage Candle in Cocoa 
Mint Seduction has a delicious blend of rich chocolate and sweet mint that comes together 
in this decadent, yummy scent.   

Tahitian Sandalwood Candle  K226  $26.85 
Kama Sutra Massage Candles melt from candle to massage oil in a heartbeat. Massage 
Candle in Tahitian Sandalwood has a creamy vanilla scent with soft woodsy notes. Warm, 
fragrant and wonderfully emollient, Kama Sutra's Massage Candle is formulated with a 
proprietary blend of skin-conditioning coconut oil, shea butter and vitamin E.  
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Coconut Pineapple Candle  K227  $26.85 
Kama Sutra Massage Candles melt from candle to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto 
your lover's skin for a sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Coconut Pineapple has the 
creamy scent of coconut with sweet notes of pineapple. Formulated with a propri-
etary blend of skin-conditioning coconut oil, shea butter and vitamin E.  

Love Lights - Massage Candle Gift Set  K816  $45.90 
Ignite the flames of passion with this tropical trio of petite massage candles formulated with 
skin-conditioning Coconut Oil, Shea Butter and Vitamin E. These candles are wax-free and 
naturally burn at a low temperature so they won’t burn the skin. 

Tahitian Sandalwood - Creamy vanilla with exotic sandalwood.  
 
Coconut Pineapple - Sweet, juicy pineapple blended with creamy coconut.  
 
Island Passion Fruit - Juicy passion fruit, succulent papaya and sweet mango with a 
hint of crisp melon.  

Massage Candle - LELO  LL1151  47.10 
High-quality soy-based massage candles, combining Shea butter with apricot kernel oil for 
the most exquisite feel on the skin. Intended for pouring when melted, they leave your skin 
feeling sensuous and lightly scented. EcoF.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Snow Pear & Cedar wood - Black Pepper & Pomegranate - Vanilla & Crème de Cacao  

Don't Stop Massage Candle  BP1010  $42.90 
Set the scene for seduction with the glow of this luxurious candle and let the thrilling 
aphrodisiac fragrance arouse your senses. When you’re ready to play, blow out the flame 
and drizzle the warm oil onto bare skin for an intimate, exciting experience. 

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Exotic Sandalwood Vanilla - Spicy Chocolate Cinnamon  
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Clitoral Stimulators 

Cool-Tingle Intensifying Gel  K216  $21.50 
This sensually stimulating gel is designed exclusively for women. Its gently cooling formula 
creates an invigorating tingling sensation right where it matters most. 0.5 fl. oz  

Warm-Arouse Intensifying Gel  K217  $21.50 
This sensually arousing warming formula, created exclusively for women, has the power to 
heighten physical sensitivity and inspire intense new pleasures with a wonderfully warming 
sensation. 0.5 fl. oz.  

JO 9V Volt 5mL Arousal Serum  JO523  $23.25 
Joyfully jolt yourself with buzzing pleasure using JO® VOLT. An exciting topical stimulant 
available in two strengths; 9V (regular strength) and 12V (maximum strength). This oil 
based formula is glycerin, paraben and glycol free, making it an ideal choice for sensitive 
skin types. Apply a little during foreplay, toy play or solo-play for added pleasure. A little 
goes a long way.  

JO 12V Volt 5mL Arousal Serum  JO525  $25.15 
Joyfully jolt yourself with buzzing pleasure using JO® VOLT. An exciting topical stimulant 
available in two strengths; 9V (regular strength) and 12V (maximum strength). This oil-
based formula is glycerin, paraben and glycol free, making it an ideal choice for sensitive 
skin types. Apply a little during foreplay, toy play or solo-play for added pleasure. A little 
goes a long way.  

O Gel Arousal Gel - Organics  SQ650  $22.05 
100% vegan friendly stimulating gel. Created with naturally derived ingredients. L-Arginine 
free and formulated with naturally derived stimulating ingredients, blended with certified 
organic botanicals to soothe your delicate tissues 
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Cock Rings 
Super Soft Cock Ring by Tantus  TS601  $11.70 
Wearing a c-ring can create larger, harder erections, and intensify the sensation of a male’s 
orgasm. The Tantus Super Soft C-Ring is a redesigned version of our classic ring. We used 
the same Ultra-Premium Silicone, but with a stretchier, softer texture to make it easier to put 
on - even with an erection. Wear it around both the penis and testicles for the most intense 
effect.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Red  

Vibrating Cock Ring - 2 inch  TS615  $52.15 
Tantus Vibrating Silicone Cock Ring. With a removable vibe and ridged design for added 
clitoral stimulation, this cock ring, with a buzz, is sure to please both him and her. This 
Cock Ring is known to cause orgasms that last up to 40 seconds. .75 x 2.65 

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Red  

 

TFB-Cock Sling-Tantus Silicone  TS1610  $34.30 
The Cock Sling by Tantus is designed to fit snugly around the shaft and balls with a 
contoured tongue that gently messages the perineum The Cock Sling is like a cock ring 
with a bonus feature. Complete with Toys For Boys Packaging. .6 by 2.3 inches.  

ODEN INSIGNIA Couples Ring Vibe  LL751  $189.90 
World's most advanced couples ring with wireless remote. Designed for men to wear during 
intercourse. The flexible design fits men of all sizes. Wireless remote also vibrates. Only 2 
hours to charge. 1 year warranty.  

ODEN 2 INSIGNIA Couples Ring  LL753  $268.10 
Worn by men when making love, ODEN™ 2’s revolutionary ‘couples’ ring transfers 
vibrations direct to the clitoris, while offering him a fuller presence and more intense 
orgasm. The wireless remote with optional SenseMotion™ (movement-activated) controls 
means you can switch freely between patterns as you share the excitement.  
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TOR II Vibrating Cock Ring  LL907  $222.20 
TOR 2 is the world’s first waterproof and rechargeable couples’ ring, boasting 100% more 
powerful vibrations than any product of its kind. LELO’s original TOR was already the 
premium couples’ ring on the market, but now LELO's designers have improved 
performance still further. Worn by a man when making love, the smooth silicone design 
comfortably fits all sizes, bringing a long-lasting presence to him and amazing sensations 
for her.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Green  

Screaming O Vibrating Ring  SO101  $7.40 
The Screaming O™ Vibrating Ring is the only vibrating ring with unique pleasure knobs to 
vibrate the penis as well as provide direct, dynamic stimulation to the woman that will make 
her toes curl while having the best orgasms of her life!   

Screaming O Two O  SO105  $10.95 
The Two-O Double Pleasure vibrating ring features two mini motors attached to a super 
stretchy and comfortable pleasure ring for better, more satisfying sex. The top motor 
stimulates her clitoris while the bottom motor buzzes with intense sensations for mutual 
pleasure, giving couples something to scream about – together!  

8ight Love Ring Fun Factory  FN501   $37.60 
The cherry on top of this love ring is a love bud that can be applied to pleasure the clitoris 
or anus, whatever your desire. Pull the smaller or larger penis ring over his member and 
use the other ring for the bud. 100% silicone, waterproof.   

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Purple/Turquoise  

Flame Love Ring Fun Factory  FN503  $21.40 
These intimate accessories for every man maximise the erection and convert his pride and 
joy into a piece of jewellery! 100 % certified silicon. Suitable for intimate use, it is flexible, 
odorless and easy to clean.   

Rain Love Ring Fun Factory  FN505  $21.40 
This ring can be pulled apart at the adjoining water drops, making it easy to slip over the 
penis. The penis ring with a trendy design promises a man’s crown jewels will 
shine in all their brilliance. 100% silicone, waterproof.   
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Couple Vibes 

TIANI 3 Remote Couples Vibe  LL744  $269.90 
Tiani™ 3 is the new and improved version of LELO’s original Red Dot Design Award-
winning couples’ massager, worn by women when making love. The powerful vibrations 
provide targeted sensations to the clitoris, while the smooth silicone design gives ultimate 
pleasure and comfort. Waterproof, rechargeable and remote-controlled, Tiani™ 3 is the go 
to LELO design for sharing simultaneous orgasms with your partner.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Cerise - Deep Rose  

TARA Rotating Couples Massager  LL745  $208.90 
LELO TARA. Take your love life to a whole new level with a premium couples’ massager 
that promises mind-blowing sensations for both partners. Worn by women when making 
love, Tara™ combines powerful external vibrations with thrilling rotations within, all 
delivered with LELO’s signature attention to quality and style.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Deep Rose - Midnight Blue 

IDA Rotating Remote Massager  LL747  $287.90 
LELO IDA. Designed to be worn by women when making love, but for the first time ever, 
they combine powerful vibrations and thrilling rotations within. Remote-Controlled. 8 
Rotation/Vibration Modes. 3-button interface and fully adjustable intensity settings. 
SenseMotion™ technology. Wall Charger.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Cerise - Deep Rose  
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 Games 

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS-GAME  G506  $31.15 
Players make their way around the board game acquiring position, item, and foreplay 
cards. The first player to reach the winner’s circle gets to cleverly incorporate all of the 
collected cards in the next sexual encounter with their lover.  

Bedroom Rockstar Foreplay Game  G512  $26.35 
Rock 'n' roll... all night long! You and your lover will race down 'his' and 'hers' guitar necks, 
performing foreplay activities as dictated by the sexy cards. The first to make it to the base of 

Secret Vows Activity Cards  G515  $10.40 
Directions: Secret Vows, every vow is a surprise. You may be promising a few kisses or a 
night of passion; whatever your partner finds hidden on the card is sure to get you "in the 
mood". It's up to you, you can take turns exchanging vows, or your can surprise your lover 
by hiding the vows in places where they are sure to find them.  

Bedroom Vows- Activity Game  G516  $13.95 
Bedroom Vows are a collection of naughty suggestions, sexual seductions, and playful 
surprises which are guaranteed to spice up your love life! Bedroom Vows are a great way to 

Kinky Vows- Activity Card Game  G517  $13.95 
Kinky Vows are a collection of sensual suggestions, kinky seductions, and playful surprises 
which are guaranteed to spice up your love life! Kinky Vows are a great way to express that 
you’re in the mood for something adventurous.  

SEX! Board Game  G140  $34.30 
The most popular adult card game in the world is now also a steamy hot board game! As you 
move around the board, you and your lover engage in erotic foreplay and tantalizing treats. 
Earn sex position cards by correctly answering sex trivia questions.  
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Fantasy Affairs Board Game  G142  $31.15 
Fantasy Affairs centers game play around various affair scenarios. Perhaps it is the 
housewife who yearns to seduce her handyman, or the worked up strip club patron eager to 
have a private performance. Whatever your secret fantasies are or can become, Fantasy 
Affairs offers you a safe, creative, and sexually satisfying way to embrace them with your 
lover.  

Sex Scratch Tickets  G155  $5.25 
Eight sexy scratch tickets to get you and your lover in the mood for a night of passion. 
Every ticket is a winner, so give one to your lover when you feel that it is your 
"GET LUCKY" day!  

Bedroom Commands Card Game  G157  $7.50 
Take control of your love life! Bedroom Commands is a double deck card game of 
commands. One deck is for the Dirty Daddy and the other is for the Sexy Bitch. Whenever 
either of you feels like taking charge of your love life, select a card to reveal an action for 
the evening. Some cards are funny, fun, and sexy. Other cards offer unique 
sex suggestions for bringing some variety into your relationship. Kheper 
Games.  

A Year of Kama Sutra Game  G159  $9.65 
Each week, select a tip card to share with your lover. Alternate "For Him" and "For Her" 
techniques. Begin with enjoying some foreplay and sensual techniques and advance 
throughout the year to more creative and challenging love-making techniques. The results 
are absolutely orgasmic. Includes: 26 For Him Reusable Sex Tip Cards and 
26 For Her Reusable Sex Tip Cards. Kheper Games.  

Sex Around the World  G163  $22.45 
Includes 36 unique sexual experiences from cultures across the world and throughout 
history. Are you looking to spice up your sex life? Try an erotic Petrissage massage from 
France or worship an Inca phallus. Try early Polynesian sex bartering, shibari style bondage, 
the Kama Sutra “The Swing” position and much, much more! 

*NOOKII -Romantic Board Game  NK101  $64.40 
Nookii is a game for two. The Nookii cards have been designed to generate sexy fun - you 
don’t move around a board with Nookii, you move around each other. So pick your cards 
and prepare to play. It’s the most fun you will ever have with your clothes on!  
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I.O.U Game of Hidden Pleasures  BC110  $8.80 
The Game of Hidden Pleasures - Once, Twice, or as often as you like, you and your lover 
each exchange a hidden I.O.U. Share your erotic surprise with one another and follow the 

Pleasure Island Board Game  BC213  $18.25 
Set Sail for an Island Adventure that’s sure to give you the "PLEASURE" you desire. Players 
move their game tokens through a tropical Island full of romance and passion. Guaranteed to 

Secret Romance Foreplay Game  BC225  $14.95 
100 different romantic pull-tab cards inside a heart shape tin. Sweet, sexy, fun, loving, and 
most of all, romantic. Secret Romance will give you the opportunity to express your love in 
100 romantic ways.   

Bedroom Spin Book  BC247  $11.30 
With Bedroom Book, you'll discover new and exciting ways to both give and receive pleasure. 
Moreover, by playing you'll be able to turn your bedroom into the ultimate sexual playground; 
a place where you'll spend countless hours achieving greater levels of sexual fulfillment. 
Book includes 8 spinner games. 

Bedroom Bucks Lover's Coupons  BC250  $5.90 
For all acts private and naughty! Indulge yourselves with 24 different sexual desires as you 
open the pages of this coupon book and follow the instructions inside. 

Get Kinky - Card Game  BC261  $7.50 
Get Kinky is an exciting card game for lovers who want to spice up their sex lives by adding 
a little experimentation and imagination. Play Poker, Blackjack, Crazy 8, Rummy, Fish, or 
Concentration with renewed excitement. Blindfolded, tickled, whipped, paddled, tied-up, or 
spanked – Get Kinky game will allow you to act out all of your kinky desires.  
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Love Kits 

WEEKENDER KIT  K007  $36.35 
When you’re planning a getaway with your lover, the Kama Sutra Weekender Kit is one 
item that you won’t want to leave behind. This travel-size take-along pack contains 
everything you need to make sure that your days and nights are filled with 
desire...  

STRAWBERRY DREAMS WEEKENDER  K098  $36.35 
Kama Sutra Strawberry Dreams Weekender Kit. This set is compact and ripe for romance 
any time you desire. This set contains Strawberry Dreams Oil of Love, Pleasure Balm and 
Honey Dust, A Sweet Almond Massage Oil and a Love Liquid Sensual 
Lubricant.   

Getaway Kit - Kama Sutra  K120  $49.80 
The ideal travel companion. Includes: French Vanilla Crème Body Soufflé, Romance 
Candle, Love Liquid water-based lubricant, Vanilla Crème Oil of Love, & 
Sweet Honeysuckle Honey Dust with a feather applicator.  

As One - Intensify & Prolong  K175  $29.55 
This perfectly matched pair lets you stay in sync with your lover from foreplay to climax. 
Prolonging Gel* helps him pace his pleasure. Intensifying Gel enhances her sensual 
enjoyment and satisfaction with an exciting warming sensation. 2 x 0.4 fl oz. 
*Contains 5% Benzocaine.  

Sexy Sampler Pack- Kama Sutra  K819  $26.85 
This Sexy Sampler kit is created for adventurous lovers to experience the many pleasures 
of Kama Sutra's most popular products. 5 Bottles: 0.25 fl oz 7 ml ea.   Includes : Intensify 
Plus Warming female arousal gel. Oil of Love Raspberry Kiss kissable body oil for romantic 
play. Massage oil Coconut Pineapple. Pleasure Balm Spearmint sensations body gel. 
Pleasure Potion silicone body gel for intimate massage.  

Dare Me Pleasure Set - LELO  LL801  $151.50 
Pleasure set includes the soft-tasseled Sensua Suede Whip and Etherea Silk Cuffs. You 
can add an even more exciting dimension to foreplay with Luna Beads™ Noir. Creating 
subtle yet pleasurable vibrations that respond to movement, LELO’s seductive take on the 
world's bestselling Ben Wa balls are perfect for foreplay and beyond, bringing the wearer 
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Indulge Me Pleasure Set - LELO  LL805  $210.40 
Combining the Intima Silk Blindfold with Tantra Feather Teaser you will take your passions 
to the most insatiable heights, teasing out pleasure before sharing sensations with the 
Noa™ Couples’ Massager. Worn by women when making love, it brings the most amazing 
pleasures to both partners, where the prelude is surpassed only by its climax.  

Pino Couples Ring Gift Set  LL821  $269.90 
As the world’s most refined, powerful and pleasurable couple’s ring around, its 10 vibration 
settings enhance your share-value and expand your position portfolio when worn with a 
partner. Luxury Gift-Set with Silver Cufflinks and Money Clip. Incredible 10 Ultra-Powerful 
Stimulation Modes. Unique Ridge Design for Intense Sensations. 100% Waterproof & USB-
Rechargeable.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Federal Blue  

Romantic Rendezvous Lovekit  BP3025  $37.85 
All the necessities for a seductive experience. This lusty collection will have you teasing 
and pleasing all night long. Kit Includes: Naughty Bubbles Bubble Bath (2.1 oz), Don’t Stop 
Massage Oil (2.1 oz), Add Magic Lubricant (2.1 oz). 

London Love Kit - Ooh  OH301  $105.00 
The original pleasure kit for an iconic all-nighter. Simply connect the motor to either shape 
and away you go. Includes a large motor, a vibrating pebble and a vibrating 
cock ring.   

Her Name is Rio Kit -Ooh  OH305  $117.00 
Go Brazilian with this hot hot pleasure kit for an unforgettable night. Simply connect the 
motor to either shape and away you go. Includes a large motor, a vibrating pebble and a 
classic vibrator.  

What Happens in Vegas Kit -Ooh  OH310  $117.00 
The perfect pleasure kit for getting lucky, Vegas style. Simply connect the motor to either 
shape and away you go. Includes a large motor, a classic vibrator and a vibrating cock ring.  
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Lubricants 

2oz, 4oz, 8oz- JO PREMIUM SILICON LUBE  JO102,104,108   
$19.85, $30.10, $53.40 
JO is a personal lubricant, skin conditioner, moisturizer and therapeutic massage formula 
for daily use. Recommended world wide by doctors and pharmacists. JO is 
latex safe and won't stain your clothes or bed linen. 2oz/59mL  

ANAL 2oz, 4oz, 8oz - JO Premium Silicone  JO252, 254, 258 
$20.20, $29.75, $54.05 
JO ANAL PREMIUM has the highest viscosity of any other lubricant. Made with the finest 
pharmaceutical grade ingredients and contains no numbing agents. Incredibly long lasting, 
odor and fragrance free. Non-toxic, non allergenic and does not block your pores. Latex 
safe and manufactured under strict U.S FDA guidelines  

ANAL 2oz, 4oz, 8oz - JO H2O Water Based  JO282, 284, 288 
$9.65, $13.10, $18.80 
JO ANAL H20 is water based and has all the benefits of JO Premium Lubricant but with 
more viscosity than regular JO H2O, yet contains NO OIL, WAX OR SILICONE and washes 
off easily with water. Silky smooth, never feels sticky or tacky, long lasting, 100% latex safe 
and manufactured under strict U.S FDA guidelines. Enhances your sense of pleasure like 
no other lubricant.  

2oz, 4oz, 8oz JO NatureLove Organic Certified Lube  JO922, 924, 928 
$14.95, $19.25, $26.75 
Jo Continues the line of high quality sensual products with an organic water based lubricant. 
A wonderful long lasting glide that is 100% natural. Made with Certified Aloe Vera and Acai. 
Water Soluble and Condom Compatible. Silky smooth and Long Lasting. Never Sticky or 
Tacky. Washes off Instantly. Certified USDA Organic  

1oz JO Hybrid with Coconut Original  JO221, 224 
$10.40, $19.80 
The silky smooth texture and delicate coconut aroma provide the perfect bedroom addition 
for an intimate escape. Plus, the luxurious creamy white lubricant offers a great triple play 
formula; ideal for solo, couple and/or silicone toy play. JO® Silicone-Free Hybrid is toy 
friendly, compatible with most materials and best of all, easy to clean. 
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2oz, 4oz, 8oz, 16oz (with pump) - JO H2O LUBE JO302, 304, 308, 310 
$10.40, $13.75, $20.40,  $36.95 
JO H2O Lubricants - have all the benefits of System JO Personal Lubricant, 
similar in feel and viscosity, yet no oil, wax or silicone and wash off easily with 
water. JO H2O is 100% latex safe and never stick or tacky  

2oz, 4oz- WARM JO H2O LUBRICANT  JO312, 314 
$11.60, $14.20 
JO H2O Warming Lubricants - have all the benefits of System JO Personal 
Lubricant, similar in feel and viscosity, yet no oil, wax or silicone and wash off 
easily with water. JO H2O is 100% latex safe and never stick or tacky  

4oz - JO WOMENS AGAPE WARMING  JO604  $20.65 
Formulated specially for women who desire the silky smooth feel of JO without any 
glycerine, silicone, or oil. Never sticky or tacky. Long lasting. Fragrance free. Latex safe. 

JO H2O Flavors 1oz, 4oz  $6.75, $16.65 
A crowd favorite, the JO® H2O FLAVOR COLLECTION is made with pure plant sourced 
glycerin and natural flavor extracts. It proudly boasts no added sugar or artificial sweeteners. 
Making this mouth watering collection a safe and sweet choice for couples. The water-based 
collection also provides a silky smooth glide that isn’t sticky or tacky. A flavorful way to 
enhance foreplay and intimate pleasures  
Available Options: 
Cherry - Raspberry - Strawberry - Watermelon - Lemon - Tropical - Tangerine - Sweet 
Pomegranate - Chocolate - Banana - Pineapple - Peach - Cool Mint - Vanilla - Green Apple 
 
 
 

4.2oz- Sliquid Swirl Flavoured Lube  $14.50 
All Swirl formulations start with our original Naturals H2O water based lubricant, and add 
flavoring and a hint of aspartame to sweeten. Our flavors are subtle, and are intended to 
enhance your taste, not disguise. All Sliquid products are formulated by sensitive women, 
for sensible women.  
Available Options: 
Blue Raspberry - Cherry Vanilla - Green Apple - Pina Colada - Pink Lemonade - Strawberry 
Pomegranate  
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4.2oz, 8.5oz -Sliquid H20 Lubricant  $14.40, $22.80 
Sliquids original formulation...pure, simple and fun. This glycerin free, paraben free and 
vegan water based lubricant is a favourite among discerning health conscious consumers.  

4.2oz, 8.5oz Sliquid Sassy Booty  $14.60, $23.10 
Sliquid Sassy is a water based and water soluble anal gel, formulation glycerin free and 
paraben free. It begins with the same ingredients as Sliquid H20, but is formulated as a 
thicker gel to provide more padding for anal intercourse.  

4.2oz-Sliquid Sizzle Lube   $15.35 
Sliquid’s warming formula is made especially for those who are looking for a little extra 
sensation from a personal lubricant. Formulated with food grade menthol, Sizzle has the 

4.2oz Sliquid Sea Carrageenan  SQ164  $15.50 
A water based, water soluble personal lubricant, blended with natural seaweed extracts. 
Carrageenan is one of natures most effective natural lubricants, and has also been shown 
to reduce the transmission of HPV (Human Pappilomavirus).   

4.2oz & 8.5oz Sliquid Satin Lubricant  $16.25, $27.95 
Naturals Satin is an Aloe Vera and Carrageenan infused, water based intimate moisturizer. 
Satin is the first Sliquid product designed for daily use, not just during sexual activity. 
Created for women who are experiencing regular or periodic dryness due to menopause, 
medication, or any other reason, Satin will provide long lasting, natural comfort with only a 
few drops.  

4.2oz & 8.5oz-Silver Sliquid Lube  $23.85, $35.15 
Sliquid Naturals Silver is a pharmaceutical grade silicone personal lubricant, and is Sliquid’s 
Premium formulation. Silver is super long-lasting and 100% waterproof, and is the perfect 
choice for those who need a lubricant to last. Made from an ultra concentrated blend of 
pharmaceutical grade silicones, Sliquid Naturals Silver will last for hours with only a few 
drops, and is easy to clean up with simple soap and water (except from some sheets & 
clothing!).  
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4.2oz & 8.5oz-Sliquid Silk Lubricant  $15.50, $25.60 
Sliquid Silk is a Hybrid water based formulation. With a super silky water base blended with 
12% silicone. Sliquid Silk is all that a water based lubricant can be with the longevity of a 
silicone lubricant. Glycerin and Paraben Free. 

4.2oz & 8.5oz-Organics Natural Sliquid  $14.95, $23.10 
These glycerin and paraben free organic lubricant formulas are blended with certified 
organic botanticals, perfectly balanced to help heal and rejuvenate your most intimate 
areas. Organics Natural is a clean, water-based lube.  

Sliquid Organics Natural Ingredients: 
Purified Water, Plant Cellulose (from Cotton), Aloe Barbadensis, Natural Tocopherols 
(Vitamin E), Cyamopsis (Guar Conditioners), Organic Extracts of Hibiscus, 
Flax, Green Tea & Sunflower Seed, Potassium Sorbate, Citric Acid 

4.2oz & 8.5oz- Organics Sensation  $16.10, $27.75 
Sliquid Organics Sensation is a water-based stimulating natural lubricant. It is infused with 
organic botanical extracts, as well as the active ingredient, food grade menthol. Organics 
Sensation is designed to heighten sensitivity and provide a deep, pleasurable feeling during 
use. This stimulating formula goes on cool, and warms with friction. The sensation is intense, 
and is designed for those looking to add extra stimulation to an already pleasurable 
experience.   

4.2oz & 8.5oz - Organics Silk Sliquid  $16.10, $27.75 
Sliquid Organics Silk is a water & silicone based hybrid personal lubricant, botanically 
infused with organics extracts. Sliquid Organics Silk is ideal to use on your most delicate 
body tissues, and for women with sensitivities. The 12% silicone blend adds longevity to the 
water-based blend, making it ideal for long-lasting intimate sessions, as well as ideal for 
sensual massage. Sliquid Organics Silk cleans up with the ease of a water based lubricant, 
and has the added longevity of a silicone based lubricant.  

4.2oz & 8.5oz - Gel Natural Sliquid  $15.60, $25.35 
Sliquid Organics Natural Gel is ideal to use on your most delicate body tissue, and is 
designed to stay wherever it is put for maximum comfort. Ideal for anal play or use with 
your favorite toys, this organically infused lubricant will provide all the slickness you desire, 
with the extra padding you need for your most sensitive tissues.  
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4.2oz & 8.5oz- Oceanics w Carrageenan  $16.10, $27.75 
Our natural lubricant, infused with seaweed extracts.Carrageenan offers the benefit of 
being one of the most effective lubricants found in nature, and has been shown in some lab 
tests to help prevent the spread of HPV (Genital Warts), which is one of the most common 
STD’s. Wakame is a red algae often used for its tissue revitalizing properties, as well as 
being a natural source of Vitamins A, B, C and E. Nori is a green algae, and is a great 
source of B Vitamins (Folic Acid) and minerals, including Zinc, Iodine, Iron & Copper. 

Tenga REAL Hole Lotion  TN001  $19.25 
Tenga Hole Lotion has been designed to emphasize the interior detailing of all Tenga 
products. REAL Hole Lotion mimics the natural lubrication of a female, 
creating an authentic experience of sexual pleasures.  

Tenga MILD Hole Lotion  TN011  $19.25 
Tenga Hole Lotion has been designed to emphasize the interior detailing of all Tenga 
products. MILD Hole Lotion's thicker texture helps to create a light sucking 
sensation, and makes your experience more tight and enjoyable.  

Tenga WILD Hole Lotion  TN021  $19.25 
Tenga Hole Lotion has been designed to emphasize the interior detailing of all Tenga 
products. WILD Hole Lotion is a stickier formula, creating increased tactile 
response and suction. An unparalleled experience.  

75mL Personal Moisturizer  LL1102  $20.10 
Water-based lubricant and ultra-moisturizing for the skin. Paraben-free, glycerine-free, and 
fragrance-free, this long-lasting formula is enriched with aloe vera to provide for non-greasy, 

150mL Personal Moisturizer  LL1105  $39.25 
Water-based lubricant and ultra-moisturizing for the skin. Paraben-free, glycerine-free, and 
fragrance-free, this long-lasting formula is enriched with aloe vera to provide for non-greasy, 
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Male Control 

Pleasure Balm Prolonging  K173  $29.55 
NEW! Designed to heighten and prolong a man's experience. Pleasure Balm Prolonging 
gel for Men has a gently numbing quality to give control and help increase staying power. 
Water-based, washes off easily and won't stain fabrics. 5% Benzocaine.  

2oz - JO PROLONGER  JO570  $21.15 
Improves Ejaculation Control and Sensitivity. Contains NO MINERAL OIL. 100 % Latex 
Safe. Available in 2 oz fine mist spray.  
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Massage Products 

AROMATIC MASSAGE OILS-8oz   $24.20 
Made with essential oils to promote deep relaxation, this rich, emollient 
formula makes it a pleasure to give or receive a sensuous, full-body 
massage. Pour Kama Sutra's Aromatic Massage Oil's into the bath or smooth onto the 
body as a daily moisturizer for silky, hydrated skin.  
 
SERENITY  K015 
Essences of marjoram, geranium and lavender- a calming blend created to ease stress and 
release tension. 
 
PLEASURE GARDEN  K016  
Combines rose, jasmine and sandalwood- a euphoric floral blend designed to promote 
feelings of joy and release inhibitions. 
 
SWEET ALMOND  K021 
A classic blend of sumptuous sweet, almond oil. 
 
HARMONY BLEND  K022 
Essences of juniper, pine, lavender and rosemary- a soothing, rejuvenating remedy for the 
mind and body. 
 
SOARING SPIRIT  K023 
Sensual blend of essential oils of orange, lemon, mint, geranium, ginger, fennel and rose. 

Naturals Massage Oil  $25.60 
A new line of Massage Oils made with natural ingredients. This sexy new edition to the 
popular Massage Oil collection blends the essence of fresh fruit with a special blend of body 
oils to create the perfect treatment for body and spirit. 8 fl oz. EcoF 

PASSIONATE POMEGRANATE  K192 
Delicate fruit fragrance with subtle floral undertones, like pomegranate blossoms in bloom. 

TROPICAL FRUITS  K193 
A blend of luscious tropical fruits, smells like a fresh fruit smoothie. 

STRAWBERRY DIVINE  K194 
The fragrance of sweet, juicy, ripe strawberries 

COCONUT PINEAPPLE  K198 
An exotic blend of creamy coconut and sweet pineapple. 
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Sensual Massage Lotion  $25.60 
Kama Sutra's rich and silky smooth massage lotion is our most luxurious massage product 
yet! Luxurious as a daily lotion and perfect for sensual massages.  

STRAWBERRY DREAMS  K820 
Sweet and juicy, freshly-picked ripe summer strawberries. 
 
COCONUT PINEAPPLE  K821 
Creamy coconut blended with tropical pineapple. 
 
HERBAL RENEWAL  K822  
A fresh, unisex blend of lavender, rosemary, sage, nutmeg and juniper. 

1oz & 4oz - All in One Massage Glide  $6.75, $25.60 
Enjoy the pleasures of receiving a sensual massage with JO products. JO’s unique (silicone 
based/condom compatible) formula provides a silky smooth massage, never greasy, oily or 
tacky. Long lasting formula. 

Available Options: 
Unscented - Lavender - Citrus - Warming - Cranberry - Cucumber - Strawberry   

Massage Bar  $11.80 
Natural flavours, essential oils and sweetened with natural Stevia. Melts at body 
temperature - perfect for sensual couple massage. Great for moisturizing skin. EcoF  

Available Options: 
Chocolate Mint - Chocolate Mandarin - Coconut Cream - Mango - Cinnamon - Strawberry 
- Ravish (Patchouli, Ylang Ylang, Clove & Vanilla) - Vanilla Venus - Watermelon - 
Lavender 
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4.2oz & 8.5oz -Balance Massage Oil  $15.70, $25.60 
The Balance Collection Rejuvenation, Tranquility, Serenity, and Escape massage oils are a 
unique blend of natural nut and seed oils, combined with hand selected organic botanical 
extracts. All organic extracts are chosen for their natural skin healing and soothing 
properties. Each massage oil is infused with scents designed to align your mind, body and 
spirit. 
 
Rejuvenation a refreshing, invigorating blend of Mandarin and Basil, which will 
revive and restore your vitality. 
 
Tranquility is a relaxing, calming blend of Coconut, Lime, and Verbena, designed to de-
stress and relax with every application. Calling to mind visions of relaxing in a sunny 
paradise, Tranquility will allow you to forget the stress of everyday life. 
 
Serenity is a sexy and alluring Tahitian Vanilla aroma, made from natural extracts of the 
richest and most vibrant strain of vanilla. 
 
Escape is all the luxury of an elegant massage oil, with none of the scent. 
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Masturbation Accessories 

Cobra Libre V2 - Fun Factory  FN551  $161.40 
The COBRA LIBRE II is the sex toy made for the head of the penis! This massager sur-
rounds the tip of the penis with its soft, velvety interior made of medical-grade silicone. 
From gentle to powerful, the two motors deliver thrilling vibrations to the most sensitive part 
of the penis, the head. COBRA LIBRE doesn't need to be moved back and 
forth by hand  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black/Black - Black/Red  

TENGA Deep Throat Cup Regular & Ultra TN101, 111 
$13.65, $19.90 
Tenga Standard Deep Throat Cup delivers an amazing sucking sensation! 
The unique pinched-in shape helps to achieve an unparalleled tightness. 
Combines with a ‘slurping’ sound and vibration to create the feeling of a deep 
throat experience.   

TENGA Soft-Tube Cup Regular & Ultra  TN102, 112 
$13.65, $19.90 
Tenga Standard Soft-Tube Cup gives you complete control over the tightening sensation. 
Feeling that suits you, controlled by how tightly or how lightly you grip the cup. 
And when you’re done, just 'squeeze out.' Disposable.  

TENGA Rolling Head Standard  TN103  $16.10 
Tenga Standard Rolling Head Cup. A sensual sensation like never seen before! Rolling 
Head Cup features a moveable shaft, giving a range of stimuli to the penis head, including 
back-and-forth, right-and-left and rolling movements. Disposable.   

TENGA Double-Hole Cup Regular & Ultra  TN104, TN114 
$20.95, $24.60 
Tenga Standard Double-Hole Cup has two holes that allow you to enjoy different types of 
sensual sensations: anal and vaginal. Using both sides simultaneously 
transports you to the virtual world of a threesome. Disposable.   
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TENGA Air Cushion Cup Regular  TN105  $19.25 
Tenga Standard Air Cushion Cup is the world’s first onanism cup to adopt an air-cushion 
mechanism without relying on the elasticity of sponge or urethane materials. Cushion Cup 
creates the feeling of the traditional missionary position.   

TENGA EGG - Regular Strength  $10.65 
Not just masturbation holes, but masterpieces of pleasure! Disposable, discreet travel 
companions. Stretches and moves as you please, creating a variety of sensations! Wavy has 
a continuous wave motion to shake your pleasure. 

Available Options: 

Wavy - Clicker - Spider - Twister - Stepper - Silky  

TENGA EGG - Hard Boiled Series  $10.65 
Hard Boiled Tenga Eggs feature a firmer elastomer sleeve - producing a greater feeling of 
tightness, while every ridge or swirl is amplified from the Original Tenga Egg.  

Available Options 
Thunder - Crater - Misty - Cloudy - Shiny - Surfer 

TENGA FLIP HOLE WHITE  TN300  $113.90 
Flip open FLIP HOLE for easy lube application and cleaning! You control the intensity and 
pressure. The most technically advanced toy on the market today. Includes 3 
types of lubricants (Mild, Real, and Wild). FLIP HOLE is reusable. EcoF.  

TENGA FLIP HOLE BLACK  TN310  $113.90 
Flip open the FLIP HOLE BLACK for easy lube application and cleaning! Dynamic 
stimulation from a tighter, firmer design!  The accentuated three-dimensional details 
rhythmically arouse.  Pioneering molding technology give life to “Double-Layered” details.  

https://www.filthydirty.com/tenga-eggs.html
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TENGA FLIP HOLE SILVER  TN305  $113.90 
A strong squeeze is delivered from the firm passage of edges. The firm elastomer provides 
a rebounding sensation from its walls. Envelop yourself in a maze of planes and edges for 
a strong, smooth sensation.  

TENGA FLIP HOLE RED  TN315  $113.90 
Delicate details entangle you for a whole new sensation! Densely packed protrusions brush 
along as they entangle you. A stream of smoothly formed ribs gently tickle your glans. Ribs 
aligned in a fan-shape sector amplify the stimulation  

Spiral - TENGA 3D  TN400  $53.65 
A form created from winding hexagonal plates. Both the varying sensations of the spiral 
form and the detailed ribs of each step of the walls combine to provide two separate stimuli 
catering to those adherent to both hard and soft sensations.  

Module - TENGA 3D  TN405  $53.65 
Randomly elevated blocks adorn the walls of this object. The protruding blocks rub along 
you for a firm sensation, while the receded blocks cling onto you accentuating the tone. The 
blocks cascade in a contrasting flurry of stimulation providing a strong sensation with a solid 
finish.  

Zen - TENGA 3D  TN410  $53.65 
Fine ribs are engraved around its surface. The delicate flows that climb these walls combine 
to create an intertwining sensation. Envelop yourself with this smooth stroking stimulus. A 

Polygon - TENGA 3D  TN415  $53.65 
Multiple randomly constructed triangles embellish its surface. Discover the firm constriction 
and accentuated stimulus that is hidden within the slippery glide of the polygonal faces and 

Pile - TENGA 3D  TN420  $53.65 
Gently stacked triangular protrusions form its structure. With tightly packed triangles bearing 
a soft sensation at the base and a distinct rippling stimulus as they space out at the tip. The 
varying sensations brought around by this gradient of stimulation harmonizes both soft and 
hard sensations.  
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Pelvic Exercisers 

LELO Classic LUNA Beads  LL500  $99.90  
LUNA Beads™ are the world’s bestselling Kegel weights system. Available in two sizes – 
Classic and Mini - they ensure that every woman can find her perfect fit for the most 
effective pelvic floor workout. LUNA Beads™: Classic recommended for women over 30 
years old and/or for women who have experienced childbirth.  

LELO LUNA Beads Noir  LL505  $76.30 
LUNA Beads™ Noir are the sleek and seductive take on the World’s bestselling Ben Wa 
balls that promise irresistible pleasures during foreplay and beyond. Perfect for wearing on 
a night with your partner, the inner balls respond to movements with subtle vibrations, 
enhancing your feeling for the pleasures to come. More than just building sensations, they 
also promise an array of health benefits and the potential to have more powerful and 
regular orgasms in the future.  

LELO Luna Smart Beads  LL510  $178.50 
Meet the LUNA Smart Bead™, your very own personal pleasure trainer! With touch-sensors 
that respond to your every squeeze, the LUNA Smart Bead™ measures your orgasm-
potential and sets a routine that’s right for you. Progress through its 5 vibration-guided 
levels and you’ll be enjoying longer and stronger orgasms in no time. 

Available Options 
Deep Rose - Pink 

LELO Mini LUNA Beads  LL502  $99.90 
LUNA Beads™ are the world’s bestselling Kegel weights system. Available in two sizes – 
Classic and Mini - they ensure that every woman can find her perfect fit for the most 
effective pelvic floor workout. LUNA Beads™ Mini: Recommended for women under 30 
years old who have never experienced childbirth.   
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HULA Remote Pleasure Beads  LL520  $269.90 
HULA Beads™ are the world’s first ever remote-controlled pleasure beads that rotate and 
vibrate at the same time. Delivering completely new sensations, insert only the rotating 
bead gently within, and let powerful vibrations be felt around the ultra-sensitive labia and up 
to the clitoris. Or take things further by wearing them discreetly inside, so the top bead 
rotates against the G-spot, while the lower bead delivers powerful vibrations through 8 
stimulation patterns, each adjustable via wireless remote.   

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose - Ocean Blue 

Uno Smartballs Kegel Exerciser  FN301  $37.60 
FUN FACTORY gives this best selling Kegel exerciser an upgrade. Now shaped for easier 
insertion and retrieval. The vagina ball SMARTBALL UNO with just one ball is fantastic for 
beginners and for women with a prolapsed or tipped uterus to get their pelvic muscles back 
in shape in a fun and easy way.  

Available Options 
Raspberry/Black - White/Grape - White/Red 

Duo Smartballs Kegel Exerciser  FN303  $42.90 
FUN FACTORY gives this best selling Kegel exerciser an upgrade. Now shaped for easier 
insertion and retrieval. The vaginal balls SMARTBALLS DUO with two balls are perfect for 
all those who have already trained successfully with the SMARTBALL UNO. Muscles that 
are back in shape promise more sensation during sex, in other words the climax after 
training.  

Available Options 
Raspberry/Black - White/Grape - White/Baby Rose - White/Red  

Single Trainer Toyfriend Kegel  TF601  $21.40 
The Single Trainer has a larger size and lower weight for an easier 'beginner squeeze'. 
Made in silky-smooth and seamless body-safe silicone and completely solid. Anatomically 
designed, easy to clean, super-hygienic and great for the body. The Trainer Toyfriends are 
anatomically designed for easy insertion and extraction with a curved push-in surface and 
the right length of silicone string for both safe and comfortable use. One-year Tickler 
warranty.  

Available Options 
Magenta - Yellow 
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Double Trainer Toyfriend Kegel  TF603  $30.00 
The Double has more weight in two slimmer sections for a tougher but still enjoyable pelvic 
workout. Made in silky-smooth and seamless body-safe silicone and completely solid. 
Anatomically designed, easy to clean, super-hygienic and great for the body. The Trainer 
Toyfriends are anatomically designed for easy insertion and extraction with a curved push-
in surface and the right length of silicone string for both safe and comfortable use. One-year 
Tickler warranty.  

Available Options 
Black - Blue  

KGOAL Kegel Trainer by Minna  MN215  $218.05 
A revolutionary, smart Kegel trainer. kGoal is a ground-breaking advance in pelvic floor 
fitness. It is an interactive training system (device + free smart phone app) for female pelvic 
floor exercise. Features real time, tactile biofeedback. kGoal's ability to provide real time 
feedback via touch and sight can help you make sure you're doing the 
exercises correctly.  
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Prostate Massagers 

Prostate Play Vibe by Tantus  TS324  $70.85 
The Prostate Play comes with an anchor base that fits perfectly between the cheeks with a 
ball end that tickles the prostate externally. It also features a removable, waterproof 3-
Speed Bullet Vibe, an elongated head that stretches to hit the prostate, and ridges on the 
neck to hold the toy in place. Prostate massage reduces your risk of 
prostatitis.   

LELO BILLY P-Spot Vibrator  LL921  $215.65 
Based on the LIV, yet adapted to the male pleasure point, the prostate. 5 stimulation 
modes. Made with FDA-approved, phthalate-free silicone. 4 hours of silent vibrations. 
Includes satin pouch, charger, user manual & 1 year limited warranty. EcoF 

Available Options 
Bordeaux - Deep Blue 

LELO LOKI Prostate Vibrator  LL923  $233.10 
Perfectly shaped and angled for a luxurious and powerful prostate massage, the 
waterproof, rechargeable LOKI™ features 6 variable settings for a climax that reaches mind 
blowing intensity.  

Available Options 
Black - Federal Blue 
 

LELO HUGO Remote Prostate Massager  LL935  $302.30 
HUGO™ is a remote-controlled prostate massager that represents an entirely new way to 
think of men’s pleasure, whether it’s part of coupled or solo play. With two powerful 
motors in the base and tip, HUGO™ has sleek and smooth form that is perfectly formed 
for bigger, better and even hands-free orgasms.  

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose 
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Duke- Click n Charge Male Vibe  FN555  $129.90  
Ergonomic shape adapts optimally and smoothly to the male anatomy and stimulates the 
Pspot and perineum intensely with its powerful vibrations. Rechargeable by CLICK 'N' 
CHARGE. Three vibration intensities. Three programs. 100% silicone sleeve.  

Available Options 
Black - Dark Blue 

TANO PicoBong Plug Vibe  LL3501  $89.50 
This pleasure plug focuses vibrations on the P-spot. Strong quiet motor. 12 different vibration 
patterns. Multiple speeds. User friendly 2-button interface. Waterproof. FDA approved 
silicone and ABS plastic. Requires 1 AAA battery. 

Available Options 
Black - Purple 

MGX Aneros Prostate Massager  AN3801  $74.90 
MGX is a medically researched and designed device that works in harmony with your 
body’s own movements. Stimulates both the prostate and the perineum in a rhythmic 
motion that builds up to unprecedented male orgasms. Made from FDA approved 
materials.   

HELIX Aneros Prostate Massager  AN3802  $74.90 
Aneros Helix is aggressively shaped and angled. This model provides immediate pressure 
and tension on the prostate and surrounding area. Destined to become the new standard 
because it requires less patience and practice to realize benefits.   

HELIX SYN Aneros Prostate  AN3815  $89.90 
Experience the synthesis achieved with the popular Helix model and velvet touch silicone. 
The original Helix design has been skillfully refined for an even more comfortable fit, and 
with its solid inner frame, still maintains the rigidity necessary for the mind-blowing 
prostate experiences Aneros is famous for. The final touch is a coating of the finest 
silicone available, for extreme comfort and maximum pleasure.  
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EUPHO SYN Aneros Prostate  AN3817  $89.90 
The Eupho Syn maintains the slim design and small head allowing for more targeted 
massages. Increased comfort is derived from the addition of a thick silicone coating over the 
rigid frame necessary for an awe-inspiring prostate experience. Eupho Syn is ideal for men 
with stronger sphincter muscles, who can control the massaging capabilities through varied 
contractions.  

Naughty-Boy Prostate Massager  R352  $85.90 
The Naughty-Boy is a dual action prostate massager, based on the now famous Rude-Boy; 
however the diameter has been scaled down for ease of use, making it perfect for the 
beginner.  

Available Options 
Black - Blue 
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Silicone Dildos 

Curve Tantus Silicone Dildo  TS142  $71.15 
Features a wider base, enabling people to combine the versatility of harness play with the 
direct G-spot stimulation all women crave. The subtle angle makes it ideal for anal or 
vaginal play, and the smooth silicone makes easy penetration.  

Available Options 
Black - Purple Haze 

LELO ELLA Dual Ended Dildo  LL401  $67.30 
Beautifully smooth and seamless, ELLA is a joy to the eye as well as the body, one end 
precisely designed to reach and stimulate the G-spot area, the other fashioned for 
conventional erotic stimulation.  
 
Available Options 
Black - White 

Magnum STUBS Fun Factory Dildo  FN405  $82.75 
A STUB for those who desire big love! Its smooth surface makes it easy to insert and the 
hint of a phallic shape stimulates incredibly. STUBS are made of 100% silicone! They are 
flexible yet firm, gentle to the body, easy to clean and hypoallergenic. Their stable base 
makes them suitable for independent use or with harnesses. Whether cooled or warmed, in 
the bathtub or on terra firma - diverse stimulation is guaranteed.  

Available Options 
Blackberry - Black 

Boss STUBS Silicone Dildo  FN409  $80.60 
The Boss Stub with its stately length and a powerful diameter of nearly 1.7 inches, The 
Boss hides no secret of its power. This dildo is made of solid yet supple medical-grade 
silicone, with pronounced glans and suggested veins on the shaft. The organic, slightly 
curved shape practically reaches the G-spot or prostate all on its own.  

Available Options 
Black - Nude - Pink 
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Bouncer SHAKE STUBS Silicone Dildo  FN421  $129.90  
The impressive Bouncer has a proud 7in length with a gentle curve perfect for reaching the 
G-spot or prostate. Three weighted balls are tucked inside the silky silicone and release 
vibrations with every movement. Bouncer features a low profile toy base which makes it 
ideal to use with a harness and adheres to all smooth surfaces - and is also safe for anal 
use.  

Available Options 
Black - Candy Rose - Red 

Share Fun Factory Dildo  FN451  $131.90 
SHARE's shape was designed to fit you perfectly. Flexible without losing the necessary 
stability, easy to clean and hypo-allergenic. Good grip. Easy to use. Harness-compatible. 
Made of solid, 100 % medical-grade. Silicone.   

Available Options 
Black - Baby Rose - Violet 
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Silicone Vibrators 

Jazzie SLIMVibe by Fun Factory  FN121  $42.90 
Made of high-quality medical-grade silicone and fitted with a powerful quality motor 
“Made in Germany”, this stylishly designed, battery-operated MiniVIBRATOR pleasures 
without putting a strain on the wallet. The uniquely affordable price and the slender 
shape with effective structuring makes JAZZIE the perfect BasicTOY.  

Available Options 
Black - Pink 

Joupie SLIMVibe by Fun Factory  FN123  $42.90 
JOUPIE is a slim and compact, battery-operated MiniVIBRATOR with simple functionality 
and a thrilling vibration setting programmed to excite. Made of medical grade silicone and 
fitted with a powerful quality motor, it is the slimmest and longest of the SlimVIBES (7.2 in.). 
It stimulates solo users and couples with its softly curved tip, all without putting a dent in 
your budget  

Available Options 
Red - Turquoise 

Jam SLIMVibe by Fun Factory  FN125  $42.90 
JAM is a battery-operated MiniVIBRATOR delivering just what you need. Made of medical 
grade silicone, waterproof and fitted with a powerful quality motor “Made in Germany.” 
Used internally, JAM pleasures like a classic rod vibrator with a flexible and slightly curved 
tip to locate the G-spot and pleasure the clitoris. When held in the palm of the hand, it can 
be used as a lay-on vibe to stimulate the entire body, including the clitoris.  

Available Options 
Dark Blue - Orange 
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Flash Silicone Vibe Battery  FN132  $89.90 
The first MiniVIBRATOR with two pleasuring tips for passionate stimulation in double-time. 
Big fun in a little package. New control unit and improved motor. 6 vibration intensities. Highly 
suited for beginners and experienced users alike. 

Available Options 
Black - Red 

Gigolino Vibe-V2 Battery  FN135  $85.90  
20,5 cm of pure pleasure. The longest of the small guys – a slender vibrator which wins over 
with its performance and intense rhythms. The waterproof toys in the SmartVIBES line boast 
all the advantages of their larger counterparts just in a smaller form. 6 vibration programs 
and intensities. Intuitive operation. New control unit and 40% stronger motor.   

Available Options 
Jean Blue - Vitamin 

G5 Tiger Deluxe Vibe  FN633  $175.75 
The powerful motor of the generation 5 vibrator is designed to allow more energy into the 
silicone shaft. The intense vibrations are distributed without losing any drop in strength 
throughout the entire shaft and right up to the tip of the toy. The wide toy base pleasures 
the clitoris or the perineum and makes TIGER safe for anal games.   

Available Options 
Red - Turquoise - Violet 

MISS BI G5 G Spot Vibe  FN635  $185.25 
Miss Bi is the dual action vibe you’ve been dreaming of, with a shape designed for targeted 
G-spot massage and deep, powerful vibration against the clit. Made with FlexiFUN 
Technology™ and developed over time for the best fit, both the thick shaft and the clitoral 
extension can be bent and flexed for maximum comfort and adventurous new positions.  

Available Options 
Grape - Pink - Turquoise 

Ocean Silicone Vibe-V2 Battery  FN131  $89.90 
This little, elegant double wave stimulates the clitoris, vagina and g-spot. The waterproof 
toys in the SmartVIBES line boast all the advantages of their larger counterparts just in a 
smaller form. 6 vibration programs and intensities. Intuitive operation. New control unit and 
40% stronger motor.  

Available Options 
Baby Rose - Turquoise 
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KIKI PicoBong C-Vibe  LL3201  $57.95 
A flattened tip perfect for precise clitoral pleasure and strength to spare when delighting all 
other external erogenous zones. It’s the ideal teasing all-rounder; fantastic for foreplay or for 
anyone who wants quiet, powerful pleasure on the downlow.  
 
Available Options 
Black - Blue - Cerise 

MOKA G-Vibe - PicoBong  LL3220  $105.00 
PicoBong by LELO. The myth of the G-spot ends here. The G-spot - If you’re wondering 
what all the fuss is about, Moka is the two-in-one answer to your prayers. A tried and true 
shape, Moka’s dynamic curve offers thrilling external stimulation, while its flattened tip 
delivers powerful vibrations directly to the G-spot.  

Available Options 
Blue - Cerise - Purple 

ZIZO Innie Vibe - PicoBong  LL3230  $91.90 
PicoBong by LELO. Zizo is a classic vibrator charged with modern, minimalist ease. Certain 
to keep your toes curled and your desires met, Zizo delivers immense internal satisfaction 
and makes the perfect complement to a girl's curves.   

Available Options 
Cerise - Purple 

HONI PicoBong Mini Vibe  LL3101  $53.65 
A world of pleasure on a string. Strong quiet motor. 12 different vibration patterns. Multiple 
speeds. User friendly 2-button interface. Waterproof. FDA approved silicone and ABS 
plastic. Requires single AAA battery.  

Available Options 
Black - Blue - Cerise 
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Sunny Toyfriend Vibe  TF102  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 
Waterproof. Comes with stand. Battery included.  

Cute Toyfriend Vibe  TF101  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 

Mystic Toyfriend Vibe  TF103  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 
Waterproof. Comes with stand. Battery included.  

Bunny Toyfriend Vibe  TF104   $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 
Waterproof. Comes with stand. Battery included.  

Rebel Toyfriend Vibe  TF105  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Great toy for the first-time user. Made 
from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. Waterproof. Comes with stand. 
Battery included.  
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Cheeky Rockettickler Vibe  TF301  $59.15 
Designed to penetrate yet vibrate where it feels the most this Smurf-coloured Rocket 
Toyfriend does have the ability to match his inflated confidence. Add power, two speeds and 
three different pulsation modes and there is nothing left to say. Except that Cheeky is 
waterproof, made from the finest super-smooth silicone and that the batteries are included of 
course.  

Wavy Rockettickler Vibe  TF302  $59.15 
Filled with pulsating power and controlled vibrations it is a great companion when exploring 
our unknown selves. Wavy is equipped with a choice of speed and vibrating patterns, 
moves quietly and is, naturally, waterproof. As all the Rockets Wavy is made from super-
smooth body-safe silicone and the batteries are included.  

Curvy Rockettickler Vibe  TF303  $59.15 
Curvy Toyfriend is a full-bodied penetrating vibrator but can of course be used externally as 
well. Curvy comes in a vibrantly positive yellow, has two speeds and three pulsation modes 
to choose from and is fool-proof, waterproof and made in super-smooth body-safe silicone. 
And the batteries are included, so Curvy is ready to go!  

Starlet Rockettickler Vibe  TF304  $59.15 
Starlet Toyfriend is a stylish and confident G-Spot vibrator. Designed to look good but also 
in just the right size and shape to hit that deservedly famous spot. Starlet is lovely Magenta 
red and comes with two speeds, three pulsation modes and the two AAA batteries are 
included. It is also waterproof, made from super-smooth body-safe silicone 
and quiet.  
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Silicone Plugs 

LELO BOB - Silicone Plug  LL951  $87.00 
This elegant plug is designed for deep internal stimulation, including the male G-spot 
massage. Hygienic, stylish, and is easy to insert, remove, and clean, BOB comes with a 
storage unit and a one-year manufacturer's warranty 

Available Options 
Bordeaux - Deep Blue 

Neo - Tantus Silicone Plug  TS561  $41.40 
A new classic, the Tantus Neo offers a smoothly tapered design, with a base curved to follow 
the body’s contours. An ideal plug for beginners, the Neo is the perfect way to introduce anal 
play to your partner. 

Available Options 
Black - Purple 

Bootie Silicone Plug  FN330  $48.40 
The perfect plug for beginners and connoisseurs! Velvety soft surface. The combination of 
flexibility and the necessary hardness arouse the posterior passion zones. 100% certified 
Silicone. Odorless.  
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Silicone Specialty Toys 

ShareVibe - Fun Factory  FN450  $161.40 
SHAREVIBE is ideal for couples in search of an upscale strap-on or pegging toy. This 
German-made, silicone double dildo is the only toy of its kind with a strong 5-pattern 
rechargeable and removable vibrating BULLET incorporated into its base. As such, it lets a 
couple share vibrations during lovemaking. This CoupleTOY feels and looks just like an 
extension of the body; which allows using it to seem completely natural.  

Available Options 
Dark Violet - Nude - Pink 

Stronic EINS Pulsator  FN705  $229.50 
The STRONIC EINS is a pulsator, not a vibrator; the first of its kind to ever exist. Its 
rhythmic thrusting and back/forth movements are smooth and silent. Unlike other toys, this 
toy moves back and forth, not around, or side to side, and uses actual motions, not 
vibration. This is the dawn of a new era in the world of sex toys: pulsators are the new 
vibrators.  

Available Options 
Pink - Violet 
 

Stronic DREI Pulsator  FN715  $229.50 
STRONIC DREI is a pulsator, not a vibrator. It delivers thrusting motions (back and forth 
movements) as opposed to the buzz generated by vibrators. Stronic Drei is unisex (fit for 
anal or vaginal play.) it can be used hands free in a variety of positions because it's back 
and forth thrust motions keep it in place inside the user! This allows users to surrender 
control in a whole new way  

Available Options 
Blackberry - Turquoise 

Bi Stronic Fusion  FN751  $269.90 
Do you crave the feel of a lover’s passionate thrust, the pulse of their fingers against your  
G-spot, their fingertips fluttering against your labia? Do you also love the overwhelming 
sensation of a super-strong vibrator? Expand your sexual universe with Bi STRONIC 
FUSION, the ground breaking new toy that thrusts, pulses, vibrates, flutters. 

Available Options 
Candy Rose - Indian Red - Violet 
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Feeldoe - Double Dong Vibe  TS701  $156.40 
The Feeldoe by Tantus features a removable vibrator and is made of a harder material for 
more driving control. It’s a completely unique patented toy, and it’s only made by Tantus 

Feeldoe Slim-Double Dong Vibe  TS702  $145.80 
The Feeldoe Slim by Tantus is easier to hold and control than the original; its 10% 
reduction in the shaft means less weight for the driver. 1.2 x1.5 x 7.85 inches  

Realdoe Feeldoe -Double Dong  TS705  $161.20 
With all the features of the original Feeldoe®, the Realdoe® offers a new element of realism. 
The Realdoe is made from a new, slightly softer silicone that looks and feels like flesh 

Realdoe SLIM - Tantus Feeldoe  TS706  $155.60 
With all the basic features of the classic Realdoe®, the Realdoe® Slim offers the same 
element of realism for you and your partner in a slimmer and shorter form. The Realdoe® 
Slim is made from Tantus Ultra Premium silicone formulated to look and feel like flesh 
allowing you to focus on the experience, and not on the equipment. 

Bend Over Beginner Kit  TS901  $107.20  
The Bend Over Beginner Kit has two smooth Tantus Silicone dildos, 7/8 by 4 1/2 in., 1 1/4 
by 5 1/2 in, a purple velvet harness, an O-ring that can be changed for play with larger 
dildos and a pocket built in that fits a Var. Speed Mic-Mini Vibe (incl).  

Available Options 
Black - Purple Haze 

Bend Over Intermediate Kit  TS902  $118.90 
Bend Over Intermediate features the smooth, seductive dildos of the Silk collection. 
Harness is comfortable, adjustable, machine washable, and comes with a pocket built for a 
bullet (included). Includes 2 interchangeable O-rings.  

Available Options 
Black - Purple Haze 
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Minna OLA  MN101  $189.90 
There’s no single pattern for pleasure. OLA does what you tell it, when you tell it. Soft and 
steady or fast and strong, Ola meets your mood and lets you play by your own rules. 
Welcome to control; welcome to your new main squeeze. OLA responds on demand to the 
direction it’s given. The more pressure you apply to OLA’s soft spot, the more intense the 
vibrations OLA supplies; let up, and it does, too. You set the mood, OLA responds in sync.  

Available Options 
Pink - Violet 

Minna LIMON  MN111  $157.60 
Limon is Minna's newest creation. It blends our revolutionary squeeze technology with the 
highest level of craftsmanship and design for a spontaneous and sexy experience that 
works just as well for couples as it does for individuals. It's innovative features include: A 
brilliantly simple squeezable interface: the harder you squeeze, the stronger the vibrations. 
It’s that easy!   

Available Options 
Pink - Teal 
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Specialty Vibes 

LELO NEA Rechargeable Vibe  LL101  $141.90 
LELO's NEA, the modest sister of LILY, is a slight and ornate pleasure object with a 
porcelain-like finish and deceptively powerful purr. Decorating the glossy exterior, pleasing 
to the eye as well as to the touch, are delicate floral motifs.  

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose - White 

LELO LILY Rechargeable Vibe  LL111  $167.75 
LELO's LILY is a delicate and discrete pleasure object with a silky-smooth surface and 
deceptively powerful purr. Ergonomically designed to accommodate all those special 
places, LILY is handy, rechargeable and exceedingly quiet  

Available Options 
Black - Plum 

LELO SIRI 2 Music Vibe  LL123  $232.10 
Combining the emotion of music with the vibrations of pleasure, SIRI™ 2 is an ultra-powerful 
palm-held massager that responds to ambient noise – whether it’s your favorite playlist or 
your lover’s voice. SIRI™ 2 is 100% more powerful than the original and now it’s fully 
waterproof too. 8 additional pre-set vibration patterns inspired by different musical genres. 

Available Options 
Black - Cerise - Purple 

LIV 2 LELO Rechargeable Vibe  LL303  $219.50 
LIV™ 2 is the new and improved version of LELO’s iconic mid-sized vibrator, delivering the 
most intensely satisfying sensations with a smooth and sensual touch. This upgraded LELO 
bestseller includes 100% more powerful vibrations, fully-waterproof versatility and even 
softer body-safe silicone. The 8 near-silent vibration patterns and simple controls ensure 
the most reliable partner in pleasure, while its striking silhouette comes beautifully tailored 
to the curves of the female body.  
 
Available Options 
Blue - Cerise - Lime Green - Plum 
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GIGI 2 LELO Rechargeable Vibe  LL313  $232.10 
GIGI™ 2 is the enhanced version of LELO’s wildly popular G-spot vibrator, arguably the 
most positively reviewed Pleasure Object ever created. Featuring a signature flattened tip 
perfect for exploring this erogenous zone, its new upgrades include even softer silicone, a 
fully-waterproof design and a 100% increase in power. Sacrificing none of its discretion and 
class, the 8 different vibration patterns will lead you on a waltz into ecstasy, where the 
intensities of pleasure become impossible to describe.  

Available Options 
Cool Gray - Deep Rose - Pink - Turquoise 

MIA 2 - LELO Rechargeable Vibe  LL353  $139.90 
MIA™ 2 is the amazing new version of LELO's iconic USB-rechargeable lipstick vibe. Now 
fully waterproof with 100% more vibration strength than before, MIA™ 2 gives simple 
control over 6 thrilling vibration patterns. Easy charging via USB brings a full 1.5 hours of 
continuous use, while the sleek design ensures it is always ready to respond at just a 
moment's notice.  

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose - Pink 

LELO MONA 2 Rechargeable Vibe  LL652  $265.50 
MONA™ 2 is the upgraded version of LELO’s popular full-feeling G-Spot vibrator, now with 
100% increased vibration power alongside fully-waterproof versatility. Made with smooth, 
body- safe silicone, MONA™ 2 boasts six powerful stimulation modes and curves in all the 
right places. No other G-Spot massager offers a comparable presence to MONA™ 2.   

Available Options 
Cerise - Purple - Red 

Hello Touch Massager  JJ505  $89.90 
This intuitive design features a pair of ultra-compact Vibration Pods, each enclosed in a 
supple silicone finger pad. We’ve minimized every dimension so you can deliver powerful 
sensations anywhere hands may roam, without limitation. Turn your natural touch into 
supernatural sensation.  
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Wands 

LELO Medium Smart Wand  LL781  $278.90 
Relax and unwind with the best-in-class LELO Smart Wand™ - the world’s premium cordless 
body massager that takes performance and design to new heights. Travel-ready and 
surprisingly powerful, the medium Smart Wand™ is perfect for relieving tension and relaxing 
muscles in the legs, arms, shoulders and neck. 

Available Options 
Black - Ivory - Plum 

LELO Large Smart Wand Massager  LL783  $350.90 
More powerful than any other rechargeable massager on the market, the large-sized Smart 
Wand™ is perfect for deeply satisfying all-over body massage, bringing soothing spa-level 
relaxation straight into the home. Fully waterproof with innovative SenseTouch™ 

technology. 

Available Options 
Black - Ivory - Plum 

Magic Wand - Rechargeable  VB090  $176.50 
After years of pleasing people around the world and due to popular request, the company 
that has brought you this magical device now brings you the Magic Wand Rechargeable 
HV-270. This high quality cordless wand comes with 4 intensity levels and 4 vibrations 
patterns which will please the same way the Magic Wand Original has over the years in a 
cordless manner.  

Magic Wand -Electric  VB101  $93.00 
This powerful electric wand has had a loyal following for over 25 years for good reason. 
High and low speeds deliver strong vibrations through the tennis ball shaped head. A 

slightly flexible neck allows the ball to be used in strategic spots. 


